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(image #1 is up) Good morning, and thank you all for coming.  I’m Jeremy Berg, and this is 

Silver Haystacks and Golden Needles: the Folksonomies that Brought Order to Grateful Dead 

Concert Recording.  Let’s define terms.  A taxonomy is a classification structure, such as 

defining the animal kingdom into mammals, reptiles, etc.  Classification schemas such as that are 

generally assigned and overseen by a governing body, certified experts in their field.  A 

folksonomy is a taxonomy created by ordinary people, as opposed to information professionals--

none of the people who created the resources I’m going to discuss have a library science 

background. 

(image #2) I will be discussing The Deadhead’s Taping Compendium, db.etree.org, the Internet 

Archive, and DeadBase.  There’s a lot of data that the people behind these projects 

corralled.  Things began with just a handful of tapes available, then got exponentially more 

complicated because social networks expanded, technology improved, and Deadheads care a 

lot.  All of this is just a natural outgrowth of their enjoyment of the band.  It is my belief that the 

many ways that Deadheads cataloged and organized data represent a high water mark for 

folksonomies.  None of these are duplicative either, each offers something different. 

I’m a cataloging librarian, so I spend my days immersed in complicated information structures 

for coding books and other items so that they can be found and identified--my readers may be 

looking fro something by title, author, subject, ISBN, what country it takes place in--and the 

systems in place are there to make sure they can find it by any of those means.  In Grateful Dead 

concert recording folksonomies, I see something every bit as intricate.  The need that was felt to 

classify every last source of every last show is something that speaks deeply to me as a 

librarian.  That’s what we have now, but. . .  

 

(image #3)I. In the Beginning, There Was Void  

 a. very few tapes went around early in the history of Deadheads, let alone information 

about them.   

II. Classification Schema 

 -(image #4)The Deadheads’ Taping Compendium by Michael Getz and John Dwork  

  -Large print book, three volumes, lists every show the Dead played that we have  

data on, and what was played at them. 

-Classification only--stuff you can apply to any band 

   -A chronological listing of shows, with all sources  

contained within the entry for each show.   

-Setlists 

-Sources include taper, but usually not equipment. 

-Genealogy explained--digital recordings change things-no more tape 

generations, generation number is now considered frozen and quantifiable-

-this is important! 

 -Guide to tape trading,(Getz and Dwork v.1 579).  This speaks to the the  

size of the Dead’s fanbase.  Pre-internet days, you needed a very large  

fandom for something like the Taper’s Compendium to make sense,  

because the audience had to be large enough to pay the cost of printing it.  



Dead fandom was not only big enough for that, it was big enough that its  

producers were concerned with giving newbies a start-to-finish guide.   

 

-Dead specific stuff 

   -The Dead are presented as a continuum-- pre-Dead bluegrass, folk, and  

jug bands, Pigpen & Peter Albin (Getz and Dwork v.1 77), but then not  

Garcia solo projects.     

-Guide to the jams 

-Recommended Listening section.   

 

 -(image #5) db.etree.org 

  -There are three related sites, so need to unpack this resource.  

etree.org created a classification standard for trading shows online, and two other  

sites spun off of it.  bt.etree.org is its affiliated bittorrent site, which doesn’t really 

concern us. (image #6) db.etree.org is a database that makes use of etree’s 

standards to organize shows, plus its administrators have overseen further changes 

to the classification standards; it therefore concerns us a great deal.  The three 

aren’t really connected, for instance db.etree.org people do not exercise control 

over what’s seeded at bt.etree.org 

-(hit again for names)I’m also going to throw some names at you--Mark Goldey 

and Tom Anderson are db adminustrators, Gary Field is the Grateful Dead admin 

for db. 

 -etree started in 1998 (Who Are We?), so pretty much right at the advent  

of online file trading.  So right away, the importance of classification that  

was so big in Dead, and Phish (sorry guys, gotta share this one)  

communities transfers over to the new medium.  The original goal was  

small, they just wanted to be able to postively identify a given file set.   

(Goldey “Re: [db]”) 

-That identifying standard evolved. (image #7) Here’s what it first looked 

like--very basic, and a two digit date.  It advanced some more with the 

move to a four digit date.  Then big leap--inclusion of tapers, mics used, 

shnid (the show’s unique identifying number in db), etc., because once 

you put one in, why not all? 

   -These changes were not dictated from the top down either, it was the  

trader community that made them as an organic desire for more info   

(Anderson “Re: [db]”) (Goldey “Re: [db]”).   

 -Some people complained that four digit years were unnecessary  

(Goldey “Re: [db]”), which I find intriguing--context will tell you  

the Dead played 1967 not 2067, but there’s a deeper philosophical  

question embedded in the two digit/four digit debate: how long do  

we think interest in this stuff will last? (image #8)  What level of  

preservation are we aiming for?  Folksonomy does not mean  

devoid of control or a plan--4 digits won out as a standard and,  

that’s to do with a look to the future. 



-band abbreviations came from  BTAT [Bands That Allow Taping:: 

http://btat.wagnerone.com/ (Anderson “Re: Quotes”)]” (Anderson “Re: 

[db]”) and db volunteers (Anderson “Re: [db]”) 

-Unique number (shnid) for every show.   

-Tagging is metadata that provides info readable by music players. When 

you drag your files into Winamp or whatever and the track title suddenly 

pops up, that’s from tagging.  Anderson thought a tagged show got a new 

number, but Goldey and my experience disagree with him. 

-I can’t find examples of something that got a new SHNID for the  

tagged version, even very early on. Here’s (image #9) the first  

Grateful Dead shnid in tagged form, and here’s (image #10) the  

oldest posting for a tagged show I could find. 

   -the structure is flexible enough that permutations of it can work for the  

same show (image #11).  You can see the differences, (3 fade ins, zero,  

tagged, SB1) and in the order of data points. 

 -From a librarian’s point of view, this is problematic.  Uniformity  

helps us be sure of what we have.  However, neither of those 

examples occludes meaning, and enforcement is both unfeasible 

and goes against the egalitarian community ethos.  It also might 

discourage people from trading, and that sharing of music is the 

prime goal of the people involved (Field “Re: [db]”). 

-Not just the file classification--complete package set up.  Info file, an md5, and  

usually an FFP [FLAC fingerprint file] as well. “The standard evolved in a month  

or less.” (Anderson “Re: [db]”)  This is a great demonstration of how  

much Deadheads care about accurate information and a properly documented  

product.  A highly effective naming standard was set up almost the instant the  

technology could support it.  

  -online database--can always be added to 

  -admin structure- users can volunteer to be setlist or source administrators, who  

are responsible for seeking out and maintaining the information for setlist  

and source information.   

   -individual members can help too, point out issues (Goldey “Re: [db]”) 

 -This solves the problem with the internet that Darren Mason points out in  

the Compendium; that it spreads both good and bad information quickly  

and easily.  db.etree channels the collective input a place where the 

community can vet it (Mason Compendium v.1). 

  -commercially released shows are not given a source entry, but you can 

comment on them.  From a librarian point of view, data on officially released 

shows needs to be there-- you can’t cut a date from a project like this. 

-The range: anyone can upload information for any band--the level of interest a 

band/artist’s live performances generate to their fans determines whether or not 

they show up in db.etree. 

   -the democracy of the internet in action--if you can get even one person to  

care, they’ll put information about you out where the whole world can see. 

-Getting it to work: scaling, hosting, expenses, impact 

 -Users expanded very quickly (Anderson “Re: [db]”) 

http://btat.wagnerone.com/
http://btat.wagnerone.com/


-Originally ran off of Anderson’s home server, then the etree server, now 

ibiblio 

-wiki.etree.org created to keep things up to date, especially important 

given etree.org’s stagnation as a resource. 

 -Overall point--etree classificcation system ridiculously effective--this is it for online  

files, no one uses anything else, although unlike in librarianship they’re certainly free to. 

 

 -(image #12) Archive.org  Jon Aizen and Diana Hamilton, maybe 

  -Storage of actual files, so it’s a different type of resource. 

  -largely uses etree’s schema but not organization--you can't tell what source it is  

without clicking Compare Hartford 1980 in db.etree (image #13)--in order, full  

recording info-- and the Archive.  No order, only info is in the tags,  

including the very unhelpful “live concert.” Also, within the page for each show,  

there’s no shnid except for what’s in the file names, and you can’t search by md5  

or FFP. 

 -Anderson says Jon Aizen plagiarized his design (“Re: [db]”).  Aizen said  

things had just come together rather than been planned at the time, so he  

couldn’t really answer my questions (Aizen “Re: Reasearching”). 

-Goldey is kinder and contrasting.  He names Diana Hamilton, not Aizen, 

as the prime mover behind putting music in the Archive, and says the 

copying of format was just a matter of all the files having already been 

named using etree conventions. 

-Both agree Archive’s tech keeps the standard from full realization 

though--why Archive.org info and db.etree.org info are not identical in 

their holdings.  Goldey also says Archive.org doesn’t require the necessary 

information to uphold the etree naming standard (Goldey “Re: [db]”) and 

lacks ability to check naming standards (Goldey “Quote 

Permissions”).  Issue there, it’s a free, community evolved standard--how 

much ownership can you claim tell people it’s not being used right?  

“Uploads to the LMA are moderated and, as a result, it's relatively  

easy to match one against the other” (Goldey “Quote Permissions”).  

 -Whether or not all of this is a problem is an open 

question.   

I would argue that the Archive and db.etree.org perform  

very different functions.  The importance of the Archive is 

in its storage, and that’s where a lot of its resources go. 

  

-(image #14) Deadbase--physical, based on Deadbase X, and online.  John W. Scott, Mike 

Dolgushkin, Stu Nixon.  Scott for online?  (image#15) This is all the live Grateful Dead 

information, cut into tiny individual pieces and put in a searchable database, as opposed to the 

show listings of the previous resources. 

-An entirely different way of looking at the data. It’s about manipulating the show  

information--give shape to the it, analyze it, find patterns, total numbers, etc.   

-No information on sources at all.  Again, this is not the point of Deadbase.   

-Extremely specific searches are possible.  Can choose day of the week, setlist contains,  

and venue--things that can add up to together is a resource for finding a show where have  



just a few details.  All of which is a very Dead-centric metric, because it’s largely useless  

without a complete set of information, and few bands have that level of documentation.  

-Overall, it is an extremely powerful and flexible search engine, and yet built  

from such simple parts.   

 -Some features lost from the print version, but cutting all of that streamlines  

DeadBase so that there’s no distraction or confusion from the main point of the  

resource, which is the searchability.  A computer platform is the ideal for what  

Deadbase is trying to do. Compare finding all performances of Scarlet Begonias  

that were not followed by Fire on the Mountain.  Here it is in print (image #16)  

you have to find and count each instance.  Here it is online (image #17). Much  

easier. 

 

III. Practice Good Informational Hygiene- this is a term I took from the novel Snow Crash by 

Neal Stephenson. 

 -(image #18) “And they encouraged a sort of informational hygiene, a belief in copying  

things strictly and taking great care with information” (Stephenson 400). 

 -Compendium 

  -Guide for beginning traders includes encouragement to note missing songs  

-Commonly mislabled tapes (Getz and Dwork v.1 62)--brilliant idea.  

-Tuning tapes--guide to getting it all on key.(Getz and Dwork v.2 737) 

 -DeadBase (print) 

-Also a list of mislabeled tapes (Scott, Dolgushkin, Nixon xi-xii) 

 -db.etree.org 

  -Can search by md5- verify if the file set is the same no matter what’s been done  

to the names (Anderson “Re: [db]”). 

-bad records cannot be deleted because they might already be on someone’s list  

(Anderson “Re: [db]”).  Hence, they are merged to the dustbin instead. 

-Goldey “many people do not intuitively understand the master-database /card  

catalog model of Show and Source entry. . . So only admins can merge shows,  

and we're pretty darn careful.  

 -The importance of training, information professionals.  Sometimes you  

really do need just a couple of people at the top. 

-On the other hand, Field says records are not vetted before being uploaded to the 

db--sooner or later, the community will catch it.  Informational hygiene is 

everyone’s business. 

  

IV. Conclusion 

-The size of the knowledge pool is what separates the Grateful Dead from almost every 

other band whose fans have taken similar steps.   

-Everything we do eats a resource.  In the case of listening to free music, that resource is 

time.  Time spent listening, but also time spent finding what to listen to.  Librarianship is 

designed to maximize the use of our time by making information seeking as fast, 

thorough, and easy as possible, and that is what these folksonomies have done.   

-The Archive functions as an accumulator of opinions through its comments.  With 3,000 

or so shows to choose from, it’s hard to choose.  In the cassette days, you took what you 

could get.  Nowadays, you can get almost everything, but what do you want? -



db.etree.org allowed that organization, and its predecessors like print DeadBase and the 

Compendium in turn laid the groundwork for it. It’s a continuum that points of a hunger 

for knowledge in the understanding that that knowledge was necessary for a full 

enjoyment of the band.  The Dead were foremost a live entity, the tapes allowed those of 

us who weren’t there to have that experience.  But the breadth of that experience is so 

huge that it is necessary to pick certain shows, which in turn requires knowledge that 

needs organization and storage.  That’s why the written guides got going so early.  And 

it’s not just that each resource built off of the other--they’re all still valuable in their own 

right, and the existence of all of them points, again, to the size of the fanbase, that so 

many classification resources were created. 

-Comparison to/Impact on other bands.  The Dead offer something of a high water  

mark in folksonomies.  The amount of approaches to the data provides a very rich  

set of options in finding and using information, plus the sophistication involved.   

Only Phish really seem to match them, but in the significant folksonomic web  

efforts of the fans of other bands, we can see the band’s influence on folksonomic 

music curation in general.  By being the band to trade live tapes of, they’ve had 

the most fans creating the most elaborate classification schema, and showing how 

much you can do with it.   

(image #19 photo credits) 

(image #20 works cited) 
 


